The SEBSF40 STRAIGHT Football Ball Stop is sold in units of 40 feet. These nets are custom manufactured to the length shown per the detail above. The poles are 8" diameter 6061-T6 aluminum and have a wall thickness of 0.312". Each pole rests in a 72" deep Aluminum ground sleeve that includes a stainless steel stop-bolt to prevent pole spin. The net is supported by a vinyl coated galvanized steel 7x7 Aircraft Cable at the top and bottom. The 4.0" square mesh net has a break strength of 180 lbf and is knotless high tenacity polypropylene (HTPP), extra UV stabilizers are added for extended service life. The net is anchored straight down to the bottom of the poles with stainless eyebolts, cable and spring snaps. Includes Rope Pulley System for raising and lowering the net; all attaching hardware is stainless steel or marine grade and is provided.

Important Note: Maximum distance between poles may not exceed 40 feet.